Thermoguard uP IV
Defrosting
To defrost push and hold up on the manual
defrost switch. The defrost symbol will appear
beside the word defrost on the left side of the
screen. * Note; The computer will know if
defrost is necessary or not. If defrost does not
begin it is not needed.
Programming Temperature
To set temperature press the up and down
arrows on the keypad until the desired temp is found. Once found press the enter
button. LOAD will appear on the screen meaning your selection is being programmed.
Selecting Cycle Sentry (Stop/Start)/ Continuous operation
To choose between stop/start (cycle sentry) or continuous operation with the on/off
switch in the off position use the cycle sentry/continuous switch farthest to the right to
select. Turn the on/off switch to the on position and wait if cycle sentry has been
selected for the unit to start. If continuous mode has been selected hold down on the
preheat/start switch for 30 seconds before pushing up on the start switch to ensure an
easy start. * Note; unit will NOT start automatically in continuous. It must be manually
started with the steps provided above.
Alarm Codes
If screen is flashing or there is a ! symbol in a triangle to the right of the screen beside
alarm, there is an alarm present. Push the alarm button (If there are multiple alarms
you will have to push the alarm button multiple times). Observe the alarm number(s)
being displayed record the code number(s). Press the clear button as many times as
necessary to clear the code(s). Contact dispatch immediately and let them know what
alarm(s) you cleared out, follow the instructions that they or the shop provide for you.
**Note some alarms will not be able to be cleared. Write up a defect report for any
alarm or fault codes when you return to the yard.

